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Abstract
We study the phenomenology of color-octet scalars in the (8, 2)1/2 representation in the context
of the 3.2σ excess, in the dijet invariant mass spectrum of the W + jj final state, recently observed
by the CDF collaboration. We consider the region of parameter space with a sizable mass splitting
between the charged and neutral color-octet scalars and consistent with electroweak precision
data. We implement the principle of Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV) in order to suppress FCNC
currents and reduce the number of free parameters. The excess in the W + jj channel corresponds
to the charged current decay of the heavier neutral octet scalar into its lighter charged partner
which decays into the two jets. In the MFV scenario, the production of the neutral color-octet is
dominated by gluon fusion due to the Yukawa suppression of production via initial state quarks. As
a result, no visible excess is expected in the γ + jj channel due to Yukawa and CKM suppression.
Contributions to the Z + jj final state are suppressed for a mass spectrum where the decay of the
heavier color-octet to this final state is mediated by an off-shell neutral color-octet partner. MFV
allows one to control fraction of bottom quarks in the final state jets by a single ratio of two free
parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
New physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), that is likely to be discovered at the
Tevatron or the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), is required to satisfy stringent constraints
such as those arising from Electroweak Precision Data (EWPD) or the smallness of Flavor
Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC). In phenomenological analyses of extensions of the SM,
compatibility with such constraints is facilitated by incorporating approximate symmetries
such as custodial symmetry [1–3] or the principle of Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV) [4–6].
Recently [7], it was shown that the possible extensions of the scalar sector of the SM are
greatly restricted by the principle of MFV. In particular, any additional scalar degrees of
freedom must have the quantum numbers (1, 2)1/2 or (8, 2)1/2 under the SM gauge group
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × UY (1).
In this work, we consider the extension of the SM by one family of color-octet scalars in
the (8, 2)1/2 representation as given by the Manohar-Wise model [8]. The phenomenology
of color-octet scalars has been studied extensively in the literature [7, 9–20]. We revisit this
scenario in the context of the recent 3.2σ CDF anomaly [21] in the dijet invariant mass
(Mjj) distribution for the process pp¯ → W + jj. In particular, an excess was observed in
the range 120 GeV < Mjj < 160 GeV. This excess is consistent with a dijet resonance with
mass 144 ± 5 GeV [21]. Several explanations for the observed excess have been proposed
using physics beyond the SM [22–48] and within the SM[49, 50].
A more recent analysis by the CDF collaboration [51] found that the significance of the
anomaly increased to the 4.1σ level. This is consistent with expectations corresponding to
the increase in the size of the data set from 4.3 fb−1[21] to 7.3 fb−1[51]. After the completion
of this work, the results of the analysis by the D0 collaboration [52] were released and no
evidence of a new resonance in the Mjj distribution was found. We await the results of
the analysis of the joint task force [53] aimed at understanding the discrepancy between the
CDF and D0 results.
The (8, 2)1/2 color-octet-electroweak-doublet of the Manohar-Wise model consists of four
states: S0R, S
0
I , and S
±. The states S0R and S
0
I correspond to the real and pseudoscalar
neutral components of the doublet respectively. The S± states correspond to the charged
components of the doublet. The masses of the states S0R, S
0
I , and S
± are denoted by MR,MI ,
and M± respectively. For significant mass splittings between the charged and neutral states,
the process (see Fig. 1)
pp¯→ S0R → W±S∓ → `ν¯` + jj, (1)
allows for an explanation of the CDF anomaly. The observed excess in the Mjj spectrum
would correspond to the on-shell decay S± → jj for M± ∼ 144 GeV. A mass splitting of
MR −M± ≥ 80 GeV is required for S0R to also be on-shell in Eq.(1). Such a large mass
splitting has been shown to be consistent with EWPD [11]. Future analyses can distinguish
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FIG. 1: Production of the color-octet neutral states S0R,I via gluon fusion followed by the on-shell
decays S0R,I → S±W∓, S± → jj and W± → `ν.
such an s-channel production mechanism from models with t-channel production by looking
for the S0R resonance in the invariant mass distribution of the Wjj system [22].
We employ the principle of MFV to avoid dangerous tree-level FCNCs. Implementing
MFV also dramatically reduces the number of free parameters allowing for a more predic-
tive framework. In particular, the coupling of the color-octet scalars to the SM fermions is
determined entirely in terms of the SM Yukawa matrices gU,D and just two unknown propor-
tionality constants ηU,D respectively. In addition to the structure of the Yukawa matrices,
the overall strength of the coupling of the color-octet scalars to the SM fermions can be
controlled by the size of the free parameters ηU,D. The region of very small ηU,D would
correspond to a fermiophobic octet scalar. Such a fermiophobic color-octet scalar is also
a viable option since it can still be produced via gluon fusion involving color-octet scalar
loops.
Below we summarize the relevant features of the Manohar-Wise model:
• The spectrum of color octet states required to explain the CDF anomaly is as follows.
The charged states have mass M± ∼ 144 GeV and correspond to the resonance seen in
the Mjj distribution. The S
0
R state is required to be much heavier with MR−M± ≥ 80
GeV to allow for the on-shell decay S0R → WS±. Consistency with EWPD requires
|MI −M±| < 50 GeV. For the numerical analysis and discussion in most of the paper,
we use the benchmark point MR = 245 GeV, MI = 190 GeV, and M± = 150 GeV with
a cross-section for the production of S0R of about 1.8 pb to explain the CDF anomaly.
• Due to the principle of MFV there are two parameters, ηU and ηD, determine the
couplings of the color-octet scalars to the SM fermions. Kinematically, the charged
states S± can only decay into jj involving the quark flavors u, d, c, s, b. The precise
flavor structure of the jet pair jj is determined by the SM Yukawa couplings and the
3
CKM matrix. For example, for ηU  ηD, the state S+ will dominantly decay to cs¯
due to the relative Yukawa or CKM suppression of the other channels. One has the
flexibility to increase the fraction of b-quarks in jj by choosing larger values for the
ratio ηD/ηU .
• The s-channel production of S0R will be dominated by gluon fusion due to the Yukawa
suppression of production via qq¯ annihilation. Gluon fusion production can proceed
via a top quark or color-octet scalar loop. The size of contribution of the top quark
loop can be controlled via the free parameter ηU .
• The additional contribution of the Manohar-Wise model to the process pp¯ → γ + jj
is Yukawa suppressed. The contribution is shown in Fig. 2 where the S±jj vertex is
proportional to a Yukawa coupling and a CKM factor. As a result, the contribution to
the Mjj spectrum in the γ+jj channel is negligible compared to background processes.
Even with improved future experimental analyses, no excess should be visible in the
Mjj distribution of the γ + jj channel. This mechanism and degree of suppression in
the γ + jj channel is unique feature of the Manohar-Wise model.
• For the benchmark spectrum MR = 245 GeV, MI = 190 GeV, and M± = 150 GeV,
the contribution to the pp¯→ Z+ jj channel will be suppressed relative to background
processes. This suppression occurs because the decay S0R → Z + jj is mediated by an
off-shell S0I state via S
0
R → ZS0∗I → Z + jj. If one chooses a mass spectrum where
MR −MI ≥ 90 GeV, the production rate for the Z + jj state will be comparable to
that of the W + jj state. If an excess is observed in the Z + jj channel in future
analyses, such a mass spectrum with MR −MI ≥ 90 GeV will be worth further study
.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section II we review the scalar color-octet
Manohar-Wise model. In section III we discuss the region of parameter space suited for
explaining the CDF Wjj anomaly as well as the implications of precision constraints. In
sectionIV we discuss the production and decay properties of the color-octet scalars. In
section V we show simulation results and give conclusions in section VI.
II. COLOR OCTET SCALAR MODEL
Here we review the basics of the Manohar-Wise model [8] for a new color-octet coupled
to the SM with gauge quantum numbers (8, 2)1/2 under the SM gauge group SU(3)C ×
SU(2)L × U(1)Y . The (8, 2)1/2 color octet state SA is given by
(SA)T =
(
SA+, SA0
)
, (2)
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New physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), that is likely to be discovered at the
Tevatron or the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), is required to satisfy stringent constraints
such as those arising from Electroweak Precision Data (EWPD) or the smallness of Flavor
Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC). In phenomenological analyses of extensions of the SM,
compatibility with such constraints is facilitated by incorporating approximate symmetries
such as custodial symmetry [1–3] or the principle of Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV) [4–6].
Recently [7], it was shown that the possible extensions of the scalar sector of the SM are
greatly restricted by the principle of MFV. In particular, any additional scalar degrees of
freedom must have the quantum numbers (1, 2)1/2 or (8, 2)1/2 under the SM gauge group
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × UY (1).
In this work, we consider the extension of the SM by one family of color-octet scalars in
the (8, 2)1/2 representation. The phenomenology of these color-octet scalars has been studied
extensively in the literature [7–16]. We revisit this scenario in the context of the recently
observed 3.2σ excess by the CDF collaboration [17], in the dijet invariant mass distribution
for the process pp¯ → W + jj′. Other alternative explanations for the observed excess have
been recently proposed [18–33]
The (8, 2)1/2 color-octet representation consists of four states: the real and pseudoscalar
neutral states S0R and S
0
I respectively and the charged states S
± with masses MR,MI , and
M± respectively. We show that for significant mass splittings between the charged and
neutral states, but consistent with EWPD [10], the cascade decays (see Fig. 1) S0R,I →
W−S+ → "ν¯! + jj′ allows for an explanation of the excess in the dijet invariant mass
spectrum corresponding to the on-shell decay S± → jj′ for M± ∼ 144 GeV. Furthermore,
one can produce the required excess in theW+jj′ dijet mass spectrum while simultaneously
avoiding a similar excess in the γ+jj′ and Z+jj′ channels since these channels are mediated
by cascade decays with off-shell octet scalars appearing in intermediate states. In fact,
EWPD fits [10], requireMR ∼MI this kinematically disfavoring the on-shell decay processes
S0R,I → Z0S0I,R which would otherwise contribute an excess in the dijet invariant mass
spectrum in the Z + jj′ channel. Similarly, within the frame work of MFV, the mechanism
to produce an excess in the dijet mass spectrum γ+ jj′ associated with a the on-shell decay
of a color-octet state is Yukawa and CKM suppressed. In this way, an additional (8, 2)1/2
color-octet scalar can accommodate an excess in the dijet invariant mass spectrum in the
W + jj′ channel while avoiding a similar excess in the γ + jj′ or Z + jj′ channel.1
We also implement the principle of MFV to describe the couplings of the the octet-
1 While this manuscript was in preparation, the paper [32] appeared and also addressed this point of avoiding
an excess in the dijet mass spectrum in the γ, Z + jj′ channels by requiring the process to be mediated
by off-shell decays in the context of a Two-Higgs-Doublet model.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the phen menology of color-octet scal rs in the (8, 2)1/2 representa-
tion of the SM gauge group SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y i the context of the r cently bserved
excess in the dijet invariant mass spectrum in the pp¯ → W + jj′ channel. We consider the
region of parameter space where there
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FIG. 2: Production of charged color-octet scalars from initial state quarks in association with a
γ, Z, or W . This production channel suppressed by a Yukawa factor at the S± production vertex
in MFV.
where A denotes the color index and SA+ and SA0 charged and neutral electroweak doublet
components and
SA0 =
SA0R + iS
A0
I√
2
, (3)
where SA0R and S
A0
I denote the real scalar and pseudoscalar neutra components. The u-
plings to the SM fermions in accordance with the principle of MFV are given by
L = −ηUgUij u¯iRTA(SA)T QiL − ηDgDij d¯iRTA(SA)†QjL + h.c, (4)
where gU,Dij are the SM Yukawa matrices, i, j are flavo indices and ηU,D are overall constants.
For simplicity we assume that ηU,D are real and there is no mixing between the S
0
R and the
S0I tates. The most general r normalizabl scalar potential in this model is given by [8]
V =
λ
4
(
H†iHi − v
2
2
)2
+ 2m2STr(S
†iSi) + λ1H†iHiTr(S†jSj) + λ2H†iHjTr(S†jSi)
+
[
λ3H
†iH†jTr(SiSj) + λ H†iTr(S†jSjSi) + λ5H†iTr(S†jSiSj) + h.c
]
+ λ6Tr(S
†iSiS†jSj) + λ7Tr(S†iSjS†jSi) + λ8Tr(S†iS )Tr(S†jSj)
+ λ9Tr(S
†iSj)Tr(S†jSi) + λ10Tr(SiSj)Tr(S†iS†j) + λ11Tr(SiSjS†jS†i), (5)
where the i, j denote SU(2)L indices and S = S
ATA. After electroweak symmetry breaking,
the mass spectrum of the charged and neutral components of the color-octet scalars depend
on the parameters in the scalar potential and at tree-level are given by
M2± = m
2
S + λ1
v2
4
M2R = m
2
S + (λ1 + λ2 + 2λ3)
v2
4
M2I = m
2
S + (λ1 + λ2 − 2λ3)
v2
4
. (6)
5
III. PRECISION CONSTRAINTS
As discussed in the introduction, the CDF anomaly can be explained via the production
of S0R followed by the on-shell cascade decays S
0
R → W±S∓, W → `ν, and S± → jj:
pp¯→ S0R → W±S∓ → `ν + jj. (7)
The excess in the dijet invariant mass spectrum would correspond to the on-shell decay
S± → jj for M± ∼ 144 GeV. We allow for a large enough mass splitting between MR and
M± to allow for the on-shell charged current decay S0R → W±S∓. At the same time, we
choose the mass splitting between MR and MI to be not too large so that the on-shell decay
S0R → Z0S0I , which could contribute in the Z + jj channel, is kinematically forbidden.
In Ref. [11], an in depth analysis was performed to determine the regions of parameter
space in the color-octet model that are consistent with EWPD, collider constraints, and
FCNC constraints. Based on their analysis, there are regions in parameter space where the
mass spectrum of interest in consistent with EWPD. The most robust constraints come from
direct searches for pair production of octet scalars at LEP requiring
M± > 100 GeV, MR +MI > 200 GeV. (8)
The octet scalars affect electroweak precision observables through their contributions to the
oblique corrections. These constraints were examined in detail in Ref. [11] and it was found
that the strongest correlation was between the masses MI and M± requiring |MI−M±| < 50
GeV in the 95% confidence region. This correlation can be traced to a custodial symmetry
which, when exact, requires [8, 11]
2λ3 = λ2, 2λ6 = 2λ7 = λ11,
λ9 = λ10, λ4 = λ
∗
5 (9)
As seen from Eq. (6), in the limit of exact custodial symmetry, the condition 2λ3 = λ2 is
equivalent to M± = MI . Since EWPD favors an approximate custodial symmetry, there is a
strong correlation between M± and MI in EWPD fits. We note that the EWPD constraint
|MI −M±| < 50 GeV, naturally disfavors the on-shell decay channel S0I → S±W∓. For this
reason, we only consider the single production of S0R, and not S
0
I , as a means to explain the
CDF anomaly.
For purposes of illustration, in Fig. (3) we plot the allowed regions in the S0R − S± and
S0I − S0R mass planes which are consistent with contributions to the S and T parameters at
2σ. Notice that though both the masses of S± and S0I cannot differ from S
0
R by hundreds
of GeV, our region of intermediate mass splitting of order 100 GeV is not disfavored. For
convenience, in Fig. (3) we have identified the benchmark point of MR = 245 GeV, MI = 190
GeV, and M± = 150 GeV used in the numerical analysis. For a more detailed and extensive
analysis see Ref. [11].
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FIG. 3: Allowed regions in the S0R,S
± and S0I ,S
0
R mass planes which are consistent with contribu-
tions to the S and T parameters at 2σ. The benchmark point of MR = 245 GeV, MI = 190 GeV,
and M± = 150 GeV, which lies in the 2σ allowed region, is identified as a small black shaded circle
for convenience. For a more detailed analysis see Ref. [11]
Implementing the principle of MFV to determine the couplings of the octet scalars to the
SM fermions, avoids dangerous new tree-level FCNC processes. However, beyond tree level,
FCNC can be generated giving rise to constraints on the MFV parameters ηD,U in Eq. (4).
These constraints were examined in [8, 10, 11]. In particular, contributions to K0 − K¯0
mixing, B → sγ, Rb, non-leptonic B-decay decays via b → sg, and the neutron electric
dipole moments were studied. In our case, we find a sizable cross-section for the production
of S0R via the color octet scalar loops (last two diagrams in Fig. 4) as long as (λ4 +λ5) is not
too small. This allows us to choose ηU,D to be small enough to avoid precision constraints.
IV. PRODUCTION AND DECAY
The production of the neutral scalars S0R,I will be dominated by gluon fusion as shown
in Fig. 4. In this case, the production cross-section [10] can be related to the decay rate as
σ(pp¯→ S0R,I) =
1
16
Γ(S0R,I → gg)
16pi2
sMR
∫ 1
m2S/s
dx
x
g(x)g(
M2R
s x
), (10)
where the factor of 1/16 appears in relating the decay rate to the production cross-section.
While we are only interested in the production of S0R in this paper, we also give the expression
for the production of S0I in order to facilitate discussion later in this section. The expression
for the decay rate Γ(S0R → gg), appearing in Eq.(4), was given in [10] for the case of a
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FIG. 4: Production of S0R via gluon fusion.
degenerate color-octet mass spectrum. For the case of arbitrary mass splittings between the
electroweak components of the octet scalars we find
Γ(S0R → gg) =
GFM
3
Rα
2
s√
2210pi3
{
C1η
2
U
9
|At(τt)|2 + 4C3
9
(λ4 + λ5)
2 v
4
M4R
∣∣∣∑
i
fi
τi
AS(τi)
∣∣∣2
+
4C2
9
(λ4 + λ5)ηU
v2
M2R
Re
[
At(τt)
∑
i
fi
τi
AS(τi)
]}
, (11)
where for simplicity we have assumed that λ4,5 and ηU are real. The index i in fi, τi runs
over the states S±, S0R, and S
0
I that run in the loops in Fig. 4. The fi take on the values
f± = 1, fR = 3, fI = 1, (12)
and τt and τi are defined as
τt =
4m2t
M2R
, τi =
4M2i
M2R
. (13)
The color factors C1,2,3 are defined as
C1 =
∑
(dABC)2, C2 =
∑
A,B,C
dABCdGFCfAEFfBGE, C3 =
∑
(dGFCfAEFfBGE)2,
(14)
and take on the numerical values C1 = 40/3, C2 = −20, and C3 = 30. At(τ) and AS(τ)
are the standard functions [54–62] that appear in the phenomenology of Higgs decays in the
MSSM and are given by
At(τ) =
3
2
τ [1 + (1− τ)f(τ)], AS(τ) = −3
4
τ [1− τf(τ)], (15)
where the function f(τ) is defined as
f(τ) =
arcsin
2 1√
τ
, τ ≥ 1
−1
4
[
ln 1+
√
1−τ
1−√1−τ − ipi
]2
, τ < 1.
(16)
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FIG. 5: Production cross-section of S0R as a function of (λ4 + λ5). The plot on the left is for
M± = 150 GeV for the ranges 230 GeV < MR < 300GeV and 150GeV < MI < 200GeV . The plot
on the right corresponds to a more degenerate spectrum where 230 GeV < MR < 300 GeV and
M±,MI are within 10 GeV of MR. The CDF anomaly requires a non-degenerate mass spectrum
contained in the region of the left panel above for which the cross-section is enhanced compared to
the case of a degenerate mass spectrum (right panel). We have set ηU = 0 so that the contribution
to the cross-section from top quark loops is not included in the above plots.
Note that the production cross-section for S0R given by Eqs.(10) and (11) depends on the
parameters ηU and (λ4 + λ5). In particular, in the limit that ηU is taken to be very small
so that the top loop contribution is turned off, one can still generate a sizable cross-section
through the contribution of the octet-scalar loops through the coupling (λ4 + λ5). We
also note that for a degenerate mass spectrum for the color-octet scalars, the production
cross-section for S0R is suppressed [10] by a numerical factor of (pi
2/9 − 1)2. However, for
significant mass splittings between the color-octet states, this numerical suppression is lifted
and the cross-section is enhanced. In Fig. 5 we compare the production cross-section of
S0R for the case of a non-degenerate color-octet mass spectrum (left panel) with that for
a degenerate cross-section (right panel). For simplicity we have set ηU = 0 so that the
additional contribution to the cross-section from top quark loops (first diagram in Fig. 4)
is not included. We see that the cross-section is relatively enhanced for a non-degenerate
spectrum (left panel). An explanation of the CDF anomaly requires a non-degenerate mass
spectrum so that the relevant production cross-section is obtained from the left panel of
Fig.(5). In the left panel, we have also allowed for points where the decay S0R → Z + jj
can proceed via an on-shell intermediate S0I state in order to give typical cross-sections over
a wider range of parameter space. As seen from the left panel of Fig.(5), a large enough
cross-section (∼ 1.8 to 2 pb) needed to explain the CDF anomaly is possible for large but
still perturbative values of λ4 and λ5. Relatively large values of λ4 and λ5 are needed to
overcome the loop suppression for production via gluon fusion. For the benchmark point of
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MR = 245 GeV, MI = 190 GeV, and M± = 150 GeV, we find that λ4 + λ5 = 18 is sufficient
to explain the CDF anomaly and gives a cross-section of 1.8 pb. This can be obtained by
choosing λ4 ∼ λ5 ∼ 9 which is still in the perturbative range (λ4,5 <∼ 10) [11].
While the single production of S0I is not of direct interest to explaining the W +jj excess,
due to the EWPD data preference [11] of |MI −M±| < 50 GeV, we still briefly comment
on its properties. The production of S0I occurs only via the top quark loop as shown in the
first diagram in Fig. 4 for real values of λ4,5. In this case, the expression for its decay rate
to two gluons is given by [10]
Γ(S0I → gg) =
GFα
2
sm
4
t
MI
√
12pi3
C1|ηU |2|4f(τt)|2. (17)
Eqs.(10) and (17) together give the production rate for S0I . Note that unlike S
0
R, one can turn
off the production of S0I by choosing smaller and smaller values for ηU when λ4,5 are real.
Finally, charge conservation does not allow the single production of S± via gluon fusion.
Instead the production of S± will proceed through qq¯′ annihilation and is independent of
λ4,5. Furthermore, the production of S
± via qq¯′ annihilation will always be Yukawa and
CKM suppressed due to MFV.
At tree level, the neutral color-octet scalar S0R can decay as S
0
R → S±W∓ and S0R → qq¯.
The size of the branching fraction Br(S0R → S±W∓), the channel of interest to explain the
excess in the W + jj, relative to Br(S0R → qq¯) can be enhanced by choosing smaller values
of ηU,D in the MFV scenario. The decay rate Γ(S
0
R → S±W∓) is given by
Γ(S0R → W±S∓) =
g2
64pi(N2c − 1)M3R
[(
M2R − (M± +MW )2
)(
M2R − (MW −M±)2
)]1/2
×
[
2M2R + 2M
2
± −M2W −
(M2R −M2±)2
M2W
]
, (18)
and the decay rates to fermions can be found in [8]. Additional one-loop-supprsessed decay
channels S0R → gg, γγ,WW,ZZ are also available.
For the mass spectrum where M± < MR,I and for ηD  ηU , the charged states S± will
dominantly decay as S+ → cs¯. The decays S+ → u(d¯, s¯, b¯) will be Yukawa suppressed
in MFV due to the small up quark mass and the decays to top quarks S+ → t(d¯, s¯, b¯)
are kinematically forbidden for M± ∼ 144 GeV. The decays S+ → c(d¯, b¯) will be CKM
suppressed compared to S+ → cs¯. As a result, the dominant branching fraction will be for
S+ → cs¯.
Kinematically, the only allowed decay channel for S± is S± → jj so that choosing smaller
values of ηD,U will not affect the branching fraction Br(S
± → jj). One can change the
relative branching fractions for S± decays into different quark flavors, by changing the
relative sizes of ηU and ηD. For example, one can choose both ηU and ηD small enough
to avoid precision constraints, but still impose the hierarchy ηU  ηD to suppress decays
involving a bottom quark or ηU  ηD to enhance such decay channels.
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V. SIMULATION
Here we show simulation results for the process pp¯ → S0R → W∓S± → `ν + jj. We
have generated Events using MADGRAPH, which were showered with PYTHIA and run
through the detector simulator PGS. Cuts have been implemented matching those of the
CDF analysis. Events were required to have exactly two jets, of cone size R = 0.4 with
ET > 30 GeV, and |η| < 2.4. Cuts were placed on the dijet angles requiring |η1 − η2| < 2.5
and |δφ| < 0.4. Events were required to have more than 25 GeV of missing energy, and an
isolated lepton was required with pT > 20 GeV, with MT of the missing energy and lepton
to be > 30 GeV. An additional cut rejected jets within R < 0.52 of the isolated lepton, and
an additional cut was placed to veto more than one isolated lepton with pT > 10 GeV.
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FIG. 6: Plot of N events is 4.3 fb−1 of Tevatron data vs. dijet invariant mass for MR = 245 GeV,
mS± = 150 GeV, MI = 190 GeV, and λ4+λ5 = 18. This corresponds to a production cross-section
for S0R of 1.8 pb. Also shown are Tevatron data points with error bars and the tail of the QCD
subtracted dijet distribution from di-boson production (bottom red line).
Fig. 6 shows the number of expected events vs the dijet invariant mass for MR = 245
GeV, MI = 190 GeV, M± = 150 GeV and (λ4 + λ5) = 18. This requires large couplings
λ4 ∼ λ5 ∼ 9 which are still in the perturbative range λ4,5 <∼ 10 [11]. The relatively large
couplings are required to overcome the loop suppression for production via gluon fusion.
The events are binned in 8 GeV steps. Agreement with data is good, as one can see with
comparison to the Tevatron data points [21] after background subtraction, which has also
been plotted.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the phenomenology of color-octet scalars in the (8, 2)1/2 representa-
tion of the SM gauge group SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y in the context of the recently observed
excess in the dijet invariant mass spectrum in the pp¯ → W + jj channel. We consider the
region of parameter space where there is a significant mass splitting between the color-octet
states S0R, S
0
I , S
± while still remaining consistent with EWPD. We employed the principle of
MFV to avoid new FCNCs and have a more predictive framework for the flavor structure of
the theory. The couplings of the color-octet scalars are determined in terms of the Yukawa
and CKM matrices and two unknown parameters ηU,D that control the overall size of the
couplings.
We find that there are regions in parameter space of the color-octet model that can explain
the recently observed [21] 3.2σ excess in the dijet invariant mass spectrum in pp¯→ W + jj
while simultaneously avoiding a corresponding excess in the γ + jj and Z + jj channels.
Other models where excesses are predicted in the γ + jj and Z + jj channels are not
necessarily ruled out [63, 64] by current data. If excesses are also seen in the Z+ jj channel,
a different choice of mass spectra in the Manohar-Wise model can accommodate such a
scenario. However, in the Manohar-Wise model, an excess in the γ + jj channel cannot
be produced due to Yukawa and CKM suppression mechanisms. The signal in the W + jj
channel can be explained via the process pp¯ → S0R → W±S∓ → `ν + jj where excess in
the dijet spectrum would correspond to S± → jj. This requires a significant mass splitting
between the S0R and S
± states to kinematically allow the decay S0R → S±W∓. We also
choose a mass splitting between S0R and S
0
I that is not too large in order to kinematically
forbid the decay S0R → S0IZ0 which would otherwise contribute an excess in the Z + jj
channel. The production of S0R is dominated by gluon fusion since the production quark-anti-
quark annihilation channel is Yukawa suppressed in the MFV scenario. This automatically
suppresses contributions to the γ + jj final state which occurs via a photon radiated from
the initial state quarks. Further prospects may include studies of octet pair production
with cascade decay topologies yielding final states with multiple jets and gauge bosons. For
example, pair production of S0R could give final states with W
+W−S+S− which can give a
hard lepton and multiple jets. This could be interesting signature to study.
There are regions in the parameter space of the color-octet (8, 2)1/2 model that are consis-
tent with EWPD and able to explain the W + jj excess observed by the CDF collaboration.
Combined with MFV this is can be a predictive framework that is worth further study.
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